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Blockchain in Energy Sector

ENERGY
An efficient energy system relies on a data systems which allows correct,
quick and unique sharing of data with relevant actors in the ecosystem. Thus,
how data is handled in decentralised electricity feeds, smart meters or grid
operations is of an increasingly important matter.
Additionally, with the advancements in energy sector, consumers can
also take an active role and participate in the energy-production
process through distributed generation. The problem is that the traditional flow
of electricity in the power systems was not designed with the concept of
decentralisation in mind. This means the electricity market is largely set as a
one-way, wholesale market among only a select number of intermediaries and
producers. Particularly for countries with no or small energy trading systems,
new markets with more participants can be created, and impactful investments
can be made. The consequences for the consumer would include, but not
limited to, higher security of supply, being able to produce and/or sell own
renewable energy and directly benefiting from their investments. (Peter,
Paredes, Rosado Rivial, Soto Sepúlveda , & Hermosilla Astorga, 2019)
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Some of the areas of interest in Energy Sector and how Blockchain
Technology will address these areas are summarised below (Consensys,
2019):
Wholesale electricity distribution: Blockchain solutions integrated with IoT
devices allow consumers to purchase or trade energy directly
from/with the main grid rather than retailers or intermediaries
Peer-to-peer energy trading: This type of energy markets would allow a
shared network of individuals to trade and buy excess energy from each other.
This would lead to reduced control of central authorities such as
wholesale retailers
Electricity data management: Electricity data can be intentionally or
unintentonally manipulated, misreported or omitted. The cost of such
accidental or intentional errors can be very harmful to both business and
governmental institutions. Distributed data ledgers provided by Blockchain
solutions provide immutable records of transactions (energy usage data,
payment data, etc.). This brings institutions trust over data and consumers
greater efficiency and higher levels of control over their energy sources.
Other areas that Blockchain solutions will introduce innovation to include, but
not limited to, commodity trading, utility providers, oil and gas resource
exploration, oil and gas resource storage and transportation, refined resource
management and sale (Takyar, 2019) (Consensys, 2019).
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Subsectors
Wholesale Electricity Distribution, Peer-to-peer trading, Data Management, Oil
and Gas, Commodity Trading.

Stakeholders
Electricity wholesale retailers, utility providers, oil and gas companies,
renewable energy providers, consumers.

Asset Type
The type of tokens in this sector are generally utility tokens with exceptions.
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